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Abstract. We argue that the possibility to observe
a

stable biaxial nematic phase in
a

binary

mixture of prolate and oblate hard particles is seriously limited by the existence of entropy-

driven demixing. This result follows from
a

simple Onsager-type density functional theory. An

important feature15 the coupling of the demixing mechanism to the orientational order of the

system. The strength of this coupling is dependent on the asphericity of the particles, and is

directly related to the stability of the biaxial nematic phase.

l~ Introduction~

Mixtures of rod- and plate-like particles are interesting because they may exhibit a biaxial

nematic phase that is absent in the pure components. In this liquid crystalline phase both

species are orientationally ordered, but in mutually perpendicular directions. The possible

existence of the biaxial nematic phase may explain why this system attracted a lot of attention

in the past ii-?]. In the only study devoted to lyotropic (hard core) rod-plate mixtures that

took into account the full set of thermodynamic equilibrium conditions, the biaxial phase

was found to be thermodynamically stable for the particle shapes considered [7]. This was

consistent with the accepted belief that hard particles are miscible in any proportion.
Recent theoretical developments in the study of binary hard sphere mixtures, however, seem

to indicate that phase separation does occcur in this system if the diameter ratio of the spheres

is sufficiently large [8, 9]. Moreover, very recent computer simulations clearly show a demixing

transition in several hard core mixtures [10]. The mechanism of these demixing transitions

is the so-called depletion effect: the gain of configurational entropy of small particles due

to excluded volume overlap of clustered large particles outweighs the loss of configurational

entropy of these large particles. Note that depletion is essentially a three-or-more body effect.

Inspired by these new developments we have reconsidered the stability of the hard rod-plate

mixture. Surprisingly, all ingredients for a demixing transition turn out to be present even if

the volume of the rods equal that of the plates, which rules out the depletion mechanism. The

driving force in this case is the excess average excluded volume of a rod-plate pair as compared
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to that of a
rod-rod or plate-plate pair. Consequently we are dealing with a two-body effect,

which can be treated in the hard particle equivalent of mean-field theory: the Onsager- or

second virial approximation. An important feature of the theory is the coupling of the demixing
mechanism to the orientational ordering of the system. This coupling is determined by the

aspect ratio of the rods and the plates, which is the only relevant microscopic parameter. In

turn, this aspect ratio determines the density-range in which the biaxial phase is stable.

In the following we first describe hard core rod-plate mixtures in terms of a free energy

expression. Then we discuss the excluded volume interactions qualitatively, on the basis of

which we can already predict a demixing transition. We proceed with a quantitative numerical

study of an explicit model, which confirms the qualitative predictions.

2~ Free energy functional~

We consider a hard particle mixture of Nr rods and Np plates in a three-dimensional volume

V. We define the total number of particles N
=

Nr + Np, the total density p =
NIV and the

mole fraction of rods and plates xr =
Nr IN and xp =

Np IN, respectively.

We characterize the particles involved by four parameters: the length f and diameter d of

the rods (with f > d) and the width w
and the height h of the plates (with w > h). The

generic shape of the particles is depicted in figure 1. It will turn out that other details of the

exact shape of the particles are irrelevant for the general argument, provided the particles are

sufficiently aspherical, I.e. their aspect ratios f/d and w/h large enough.

A specific system is described by a free energy functional F of the single particle orientation

distribution functions ~r and ~p of the rods and the plates, respectively. The thermodynamic
equilibrium value of the free energy is the minimum value of F for given composition and

density. The equilibrium orientation distribution functions are those which minimize F. We

write F as a virial series which
we truncate after the second virial coefficient: the so-called

Onsager approximation [11]. This approximation, although in principle only exact in the

isotropic phase of a system of extremely long rods, can be interpreted as the equivalent of

mean-field for hard particle systems and is expected to give qualitatively or semi-quantitatively

correct results [12, 13]. The free energy expression consists of the ideal gas contribution, the

entropy of mixing, the orientational entropy and an excess part due to the excluded volume

h~m
w

W

d

Fig, I. Dimensions characterizing generic rod- and plate-like particles.
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interactions:

)
=

log(pVT) 1

+ xr log xr + xp log xp

+ xr

/
dfl~r In log ~r In + xp

/
dfl~p In log ~p In

+
fl

(x)(E~~~~) + 2xrxp(EI~P~) + x((EIPP~)) (I)

where we used the shorthand notation

(El~~'~)
=

/
dfl

/ dfl'~~(fl)El~~'~ In, fl')~~, In') (2)

Here fl is the inverse temperature in units of (kB)~~ and VT is the product of the relevant

thermal wavelengths. The particle orientation is denoted by fl and the orientation dependent
excluded volume of a aa' pair by El~~') In, fl'), where a denotes the species and takes the

"values"
r

(rod) and p (plate).
The phase transitions in the mixture are determined by competitions between the non-ideal

gas terms of F. The entropy of mixing favors a mixed phase and the orientational entropy an

orientationally disordered (isotropic) phase. If any transition takes place in the system, it must

be due to the excluded volume interaction terms in (I) competing with either the entropy of

mixing or the orientational entropy or both. Since the excluded volume terms are proportional
to p, their importance grows when the density is increased. We will now formulate criteria for

the density above which the excluded volume terms are dominant over lone of the) entropy
terms.

The key ingredient for the determination of par, the density where the system changes from

mixed and disordered to mixed and orientationally ordered, is the observation that the orien-

tational entropy in the isotropic phase is of order unity (in units of kB). Hence for densities

larger than

par ~- (max (x~x~, (E~~~'~);so
~

(3)
~~,

the gain in translational entropy due to the decreasing excluded volume will offset the loss of

orientational entropy. Here (.. )iso stands for an orientational average in the isotropic phase,

see
(2).

In order to estimate pps, the density where the system tends to phase separate, we consider

the free energy difference /hF of a mixed phase and pure rod and plate phases with weights xr

and xp, where we assume equal orientational order of the species in all the phases:

~@fi " ~r '°~ ~r + Xp '°~ ~P + XXrXp 14)

The interaction parameter x is defined as

~ =

P
(2j E(rP)j jE(rr)j E(PP)j) jsj

2

Straightforward analysis of (4) shows a tendency to demix when x exceeds a
critical value

xps =
1/(2xrxp). In that case the orientation averaged excluded volume of a rod-plate pair is

sufficiently more unfavorable than that of rod-rod and plate-plate pairs. Thus for the mixtures

of interest, which consist of a comparable number of rods and plates, we have

p ~_

2j ~(rP)) ~lrr)) ~(PP)) j6)
~~
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Note that the orientational order is not specified in expression (6);it holds for both the isotropic
and the orientationally ordered phases.

3. Excluded volume~

Since we are interested in particles of different shape rather than size, we set the volume of the

rods and the plates equal. In terms of the microscopic lengths as introduced before this means

that

fd~
=

hw~
re v (7)

where the particle volume v is defined upto a numerical factor of order unity, which is different

for different particle geometries. This leaves the aspect ratios of the particles as the only
relevant microscopic parameters. For simplicity we consider only the symmetric case, with the

common aspect ratio ~ > 1 the only free parameter left:

=

~
e ~

(8)

and hence
/~~4/3

w =
h~

(9)
d

=

h~l/3

v re
h3~~

As both the ordering and the demixing are
governed by the orientation averaged excluded

volumes, we need to calculate these and we will do so in two extreme cases of interest: (I)
both species orientationally disordered (isotropic phase) and (it) both species totally ordered

in mutually perpendicular directions (biaxial phase). We make use of Onsager's expression for

the excluded volume of two arbitrary cylinders with fixed relative orientations [11]. For
~ » 1

the dominant terms in the expression for the excluded volume of two uniaxial particles will be

the same upto numerical factors of order unity. For ~ » 1 we find:

~j~~~~(~(~
j~

~~~
~~~~~~~r

~~~

~~~~

jE(rP)j;~~
~-

h3~~°/~ (E~~P~)or
~W

h~~~~~

where (...);~o,or stands for an orientation average in the isotropic and the completely orienta-

tionally ordered phase, respectively, see (2). One immediately sees that the excluded volume of

a
rod-plate pair, both in the isotropic and in the completely ordered phase, is larger than that

of a rod-rod or a plate-plate pair in the same phase. From the ordering and demixing criteria

(3) and (6) we see that it is the rod-plate excluded volume interaction which is responsible for

both the ordering and the demixing. Introducing the packing fraction q = pv and inserting
the results of (10) into (3) and (6) we obtain for

~ » 1:

nor = Porv ~-

~~~/~ Ill)

and
~~~ ~

~~~ ~~~~ '~ ~~~/3
~

~~d~~~~~$$~~ ~~~~

The most striking observation is that the system does demix at sufficiently high packing frac-

tions, although whether this demixing takes place in the isotropic phase or in the ordered phase

is undetermined, as is the coupling to the orientational ordering transition. If the system orders

before it demixes, we can
conclude that the ordered state is stable in a finite range of packing

fractions, since then ~ps/qor
~W

~~/3 » 1.
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4. Explicit model.

Our general argument is based on the Helmholtz free energy difference of mixed and completely
demixed phases at the same density. However, coexisting phases need neither be pure nor

equally dense. The correct procedure is to solve the full set of thermodynamic equilibrium
conditions, implying in this case equal pressure and equal chemical potentials in the coexisting
phases. Another reason for a full calculation is to elucidate how the ordering and demixing

transitions are coupled.
A full calculation requires a specific model system. For simplicity we represent the rods and

plates by rectangular blocks of size f x d x d and h x w x w. We discretize the orientations

of the particles such that both the major and the minor axes can only point into the three

mutually perpendicular directions of the lab frame. Hence we distinguish three possible particle
orientations. This model can therefore be considered a direct extension of the Zwanzig rod

model [14]. Because of the discretized orientations and the four-fold symmetry of the particles
around their main axis, there are only two different relative orientations for a pair of particles:

parallel and perpendicular. Hence for every aa' pair there are only two possible excluded

volumes: j(~~~~ and E f~~~ for parallel and perpendicular orientations, respectively. Again we

consider rods and plates of equal volume and aspect ratio, so that the lengths are related as in

(9). It is an easy exercise to check that also in this case the scaling relations of the excluded

volumes for large ~ are given in expression (10). We therefore expect orientational ordering
and demixing in this system as predicted by the general theory.

We solved numerically the full set of thermodynamic equilibrium conditions of this system
in the Onsager approximation for several values of

~. We find four possible phases. At low

densities we
find the isotropic I phase, at higher densities we distinguish three nematic phases:

the uniaxial rod-like nematic N(+), the uniaxial plate-like nematic N(~) and the biaxial nematic

B phase.
We depict the phase diagram in the q-xr plane for

~ =
5 in figure 2a. The phase boundaries

are denoted by thick curves. The thin straight lines denote coexistence between the end points.
We see for xr # 1/2 a first order isotropic-uniaxial nematic transition, which softens down to a

continuous transition at xr =
1/2. Although there is a biaxial phase between the two uniaxially

ordered phases, it is unstable with respect to phase separation into coexisting N(~l and N(+)

phases. For this value of ~ we find clearly that nor = qps, so that the demixing and the ordering
transition are strongly coupled.

We also performed the analogous calculations for
~ =

15, which yield the phase diagram

as depicted in figure 2b. Again the low density phase is isotropic, while we
find three stable

orientationally ordered phases at higher densities. At sufficiently high densities, however, the

B phase is unstable with respect to uniaxial-uniaxial phase separation. The uniaxial-biaxial

transitions are continuous (when B is stable). For
~ =

15 we clearly have nor < qps, so that

the orientational ordering and the demixing are decoupled.
The critical aspect ratio ~c separating the two regimes is estimated to be ~c =

8.80 + 0.01

in this case. We expect a similar cross-over aspect ratio in other systems, although the exact

value will depend on the details of the model.

5. Conclusions and discussion.

In this paper we have given both qualitative and quantitative arguments for demixing in binary
mixtures of hard rods and plates of equal volume and aspect ratio. From the qualitative analysis

it is predicted that the system demixes into a rod-rich and a plate-rich phase at high densities,
if the particles are sufficiently aspherical. On the basis of the qualitative arguments we can
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Fig. 2. Phase diagram in q-xr plane of
a system of rectangular blocks with discretized orientations.

Here q is the packing fraction and xr the mole fraction of rods. The thick curves represent the phase
boundaries, the thin lines denote phase coexistence between the endpoints. I: isotropic, Nl+I. uniaxial

rod-like nematic, Nl-I. uniaxial plate-like nematic and B: biaxial nematic, la)
~ =

5. (b)
~ =

15.

not determine whether the demixing takes place in the orientationally ordered or disordered

phase. A quantitative analysis of a simple model system reveals that the ordering and demixing
transition occur at the same density if the aspect ratio of the particles is smaller than a critical

one. For sufficiently aspherical particles the system orders at a density which is smaller than

the demixing density, leaving a finite density range for a stable biaxial nematic phase.

In fact the theory presented here is very similar to the classical mean-field treatment of a

dense binary mixture on a lattice [15], where the roles of temperature and interaction energies
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are now played by inverse density and excluded volumes, respectively. In this view it should

not come as a surprise that our results are consistent with those of mean-field descriptions of

thermotropic rod-plate mixtures, which also show a possible instability of the biaxial nematic

phase [4-6].
Let us now discuss the approximations of the theory and their possible influence on the re-

sults. The first essential approximation we made is the truncation of the free energy functional

after the second virial coefficient. We have, however, also performed calculations on the dis-

cretized orientation model in the third virial approximation. All major results of the Onsager
approximation are found to be robust against the inclusion of this higher order correction,

showing that the behavior is not an artefact of the pair approximation. The second essential

approximation is the restriction to spatially homogeneous phases in the free energy functional.

To our knowledge it is an open question what kind of inhomogeneous phases rod-plate mixtures

form at high densities. We do certainly expect smectic- or solid-like order at packing fractions

exceeding q re 0.5, analogous to the fluid-solid and the nematic-smectic transition in the case

of pure hard spheres and spherocylinders, respectively. For
~ > 15 the phenomena described

here take place well below this packing fraction. For ~ =
5 the inhomeogeneous phases may

interfere with the phase behavior we found, so that more research is required to map out the

actual phase diagram.
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